Abstract. By using semi-analytical method,we investigate the transmission and reflection coefficient and absorption and scattering cross section of spin 0,1,2 particles which are massless from a charged nonrotating black holes. Here orbiting scattering can be characterized of massless particles from Reissner-Nordstrom black hole at a critical angular momentum. We examine the effects upon reflection,transmission,scattering and absorption cross section due to the black hole charge. We find that with the increase of charge the absorption cross section decreased in spin-2 particle while in case of spin 0 particle it is reversed and in case of spin 1 the effect is negligible due to charge.
Introduction
For understanding of the atomic nuclei one of the most interesting part is scattering. In modern physics black holes play significant role and is being distinguished by their angular momentum,mass and charge [1, 2] . Ford and Wheeler developed a connection between classical and quantum mechanical counterparts in 1959 [3] . For the early study of the black holes analytical methods were used but with the development numerical techniques attains great attention in which computers (simulation) are used for the study of the absorption and scattering problems of the black holes. With the discovery of gravitational waves from the smashing of black holes, LIGO has laid down the roots of universe. Hopefully in near future black hole study will receive more importance for understanding of the universe. Up till now scattering by Schwarzschild black holes for massless,massive scalar fields and waves have got more attention as compared to the others [4] - [11] in static black holes space times. In literature considerable work is present for Reissner-Nordstrom metric for massless [12] and massive scalar fields [13] ,electromagnetic [14] - [16] and gravitational wave [17, 18] . Using higher-dimension some work can also be found for Reissner-Nordstrom metric [19, 20, 21] . The conversion coefficient of electromagnetic to gravitational waves were computed by Luis et al [22] . Similar structure is observed for Bardeen spacetime as Reissner-Nordstrom black hole. These spacetimes have two horizons. Spiralling trajectories would be observed for below and above the critical values of the angular momentum and at l c one could expect the limit of an unstable orbit being circular. The condition corresponding to an unstable orbit for an incident particle having energy E and effective potential V f can be 1 AND M.A.
Most of the work in literature for Reissner-Nordstrom black holes was done numerically in which spin part is missing. Although the present work is done by using semiclassical approximation but its includes different spin massless scattering particles. We evaluate reflection and transmission coefficients at a different values of angular momentum and spin for the extreme case of ReissnerNordstrom metric. We also calculate scattering and absorption cross section. We observe that the critical angular momentum is nothing but it significantly corresponds to an unstable circular orbit. By using almost same formalism D.Batic et al [23] evaluated the reflection coefficient for the Schwarzschild black hole case. The line element of Reissner-Nordstrom spacetime is as follow
where
and
By using c = G = 1 i.e natural units and metric signature (+−−−). We exhibit results for extreme case where
By substituting the metric into Klein-Gordon equation, ξ = 0 Using separation ansatz U(t, r, θ, φ) = ξ(r) r Y lm (θ, φ)e −ιωt ,we get following radial equation
In fig.1 ,effective potential with a fixed value of l r i.e 0 is plotted for three different values of Q N as a function of r. As we can see that at the infinity or event horizon the effective potential goes to zero and it is maximum as the charge increased.
Where c is an integration constant and we set c = 0 making no influence of our numerical results. M for different choices of angular momentum, l r . As an evident maximum of the potential observed with the increase of l r .
Eqn.(3)can also be obtained for different spins i.e 0,1,2
This equation holds with l r ≥ s [23, 24] For asymptotic limits of eqn. (3),we obtain the solution
with satisfying the relation
Critical Angular momentum and occurring of Unstable Orbits
At r = 2M with s = 1 in eqn. (4)[25]an unstable photon orbit is expected for Reissner-Nordstrom black hole scattering. where r m = M. By using same way too the occurrence of circular orbits due to critical l c of the scattering of spin 0 and 2 particles could be find. Consider
By using semiclassical approximation the critical values of the angular momentum
, its values are different for different choices of spin,charge and angular momentum. Fors = 0, 1, 2,we obtain Our potential is similar to eqn. (14) in Ref. [23] by using a = 3.4 and b = .6 and one can check by plotting it. Due to the similarities between these potentials and using analytical results from [24] with k 2 = ω 2 ,α = 1 arm and 2mU 0 = v m transmission coefficients become fig.3 reflection coefficients are plotted for different values of angular momentum as a function of energy for s = 0 case at Q N = .2, .4, .6. Here we observed that R lr tends to rapidly zero as ω → ∞. With the increasing charge reflection coefficient goes to zero earlier. Fig.4 represents the reflection coefficient for scattering of electromagnetic wave from Reissner-Nordstrom black hole as a function of energy. An unusual behavior is noticed for l r = 0 in spin 1 case where the reflection coefficient got maximum value instantly and after that zero value is noticed with increasing of energy, this satisfies the condition that l r ≥ s while for rest of the value of l r similar behavior is observed as for 1 AND M.A.FARIDI consecutive lower values of angular momentum is small but it increased with the increasing of charge. In fig.6 , we compare the reflection coefficients for 
Absorption Cross Section
Quantum mechanically total absorption cross section can be written as One can also obtain
where T lr is transmission coefficients. The most familiar form of eqn.6 is
Partial absorption cross section with s = 0 and Q N = .2, .4, .6 for different value of angular momentum is plotted in fig.7 ,only for l r = 0 non-vanishing cross section is observed in the limit of zero-energy whereas for remaining every value of l r > 0 starting value of corresponding absorption cross section zero is noticed,got maximum and then decreases asymptotically. For small value of Q N the cross section has greater value. In fig.8 waves of the extreme Reissner-Nordstrom black hole at Q N = .6 and take the summation over l r up to 20. When Mω >> 1 regular oscillatory pattern is observed for the total absorption cross section and these oscillate around the classical range. It is also noted that the corresponding partial absorption cross section is represented by each local maximum.
Scattering Cross Section
In Quantum Mechanics,well known form of scattering amplitude is expressed as
By using this relation, we can give immediately differential scattering cross section
We can also define scattering cross section [26, 27] 
Final Remarks
Let us summarize our results. We have presented an investigation of reflection and transmission coefficients for massless scalar, electromagnetic and gravitational waves as well as how these are affected by the black hole charge. In case of spin 0, reflection coefficients approaches to zero at initial values of energy as we increase the value of charge. For the smaller value of angular momentum we have shown same results for three different values of charge i.e. .2, .4 and .6. At the same value of charge, difference between the reflection coefficients are significant for the lower value of angular momentum while overlapping can be seen as the value of l r increases. Furthermore, it is also observed that critical values of angular momentum are linked with unstable orbit at r = 2M for spin 1.
Moreover the height of the partial absorption cross section decreases with the increasing of charge. We also come to know that only for l r = 0,significant non-vanishing cross section is noticed in zero-energy limit in case of spin 0. At a certain fixed value of charge, the total absorption cross sections for the three cases behave differently at lower values of energy. However, at larger values of energy, the regular oscillatory pattern observed is nearly similar. In the case of gravitational wave the starting value of total absorption cross section is zero whereas in the case of electromagnetic and scalar waves the starting value is non-zero. Towards the end of the paper we calculate the scattering cross sections. We can see that with the increase of l r , more complex oscillatory pattern is observed and differential scattering cross section has greater values but the width of the main scattering angle becomes narrower. The maximum of partial flux occurs at θ = 0 in all the three cases. At constant charge, smaller values of angular momentum result in substantial difference between scattering cross 1 AND M.A.FARIDI Scattering flux is strengthened in both backward and forward directions. Glory phenomenon can also be observed. Scattering flux has greater value for lower value of charge while its value is decreasing with the increasing of charge. In future, more accurate results will be calculated by using numerical methods which include also spin part for complex black holes.
